Mechanism of inhibition of yeast squalene synthase by substrate analog inhibitors.
Squalene synthase catalyzes the reductive condensation of two identical substrate molecules, farnesyl diphosphate, to the hydrocarbon squalene via an obligatory intermediate, presqualene pyrophosphate. Since the kinetic mechanism of the transformation is sequential, two substrate binding pockets that recognize the same molecule must exist in the enzyme active site. This raises the possibility of a choice of binding pockets for inhibitors that are designed as substrate or reaction intermediate analogs and thus may provide some information on the mechanism of differentiation of the two identical molecules. In this report, we have investigated the mechanism of inhibition of a series of farnesyl diphosphate analog inhibitors. The inhibitors fall into two categories. One class of compounds binds to free enzyme as well as the enzyme substrate complex, and the binding is refractory to the concentration of the substrate. The second class binds only to the free enzyme, and its binding is significantly modulated by the substrate concentration. Very modest structural changes in the compounds appear to dictate which class of inhibitor any compound may fall into. The significance of these observations with respect to the mechanism of the enzyme are discussed.